
NIKE ECONOMIES OF SCALE

Free Essay: subsidies. With such a grand scale of suppliers, Nike has achieved economies of scale. Nike ensures that
their suppliers perform at.

The production facilities are located close to raw materials and cheap labor sources. The current ratio, while
not a major strength, shows that Nike is inline with the industry concerning ease of converting assets to cash to
cover short-term obligations. Despite the fact that in the past we may have overlooked the mid- to
lower-price-point products, presenting another weakness with room for improvement, we are dedicating our
time and money to better develop our competitive position at all price points to build strengths at each of these
levels. So it is in firms best interest to expand and operate at a more efficient level. The case of Small and
medium enterprises SMEs Small and medium enterprises SMEs constitute the majority of the private sector in
developing and transition economies, where they generate the bulk of employment and income opportunities.
These external factors lead to the moderate bargaining power of customers. Agglomeration of economic
activities is desired for the economies of scale, technological development, and employment generation and
growth centers. Margaretta ,26 suggests that companies pursue economies of scale in the belief that this will
be decisive in determining a competitive advantage and increased profitability. Nonetheless, this element of
the Five Forces Analysis shows that substitutes exert only a moderate force against Nike Inc. This company is
not only positioned as a market leader but also leaders in the industry labor practices initiatives. Research and
Development Focus - Strength Although Nike conducts continuous, basic research that benefits numerous
facets of the sports and fitness industry, our primary focus is directed towards applied research. Nike products
cover a broad range of sports including basketball, football, running and soccer. The investigation is attempted
through the estimation of cost-output sales relationships both from the time series and cross-section data and
both at the industry level and at the firm level. This presents a weakness. Our collection period calculates to 
Source: Simply Safe Dividends Nike has consistently generated great free cash flow as well. Hence, they then
decided to tap Its sales elasticity of total cost at sample means is 0. Neither the current or quick ratio exceeds
the industry average substantially enough to be considered a true strength. In general, the facilities are located
further from most customers, resulting in higher distribution costs. Company management stated, "We put a
considerable amount of effort into improving product buying power patterns and as a result the composition
and levels of inventory resulted in improved gross margins relative to a year ago. Nike has paid uninterrupted
dividends for more than 25 years and increased its dividend every year since  The locations are geographically
dispersed which works well in our mission to be a truly global company. This paper will also demonstrate how
they can be effective in surveys or questionnaires. As a result, we have had to exit two manufacturing
operations at our Bauer Nike subsidiary. Futures orders are a decent indicator of future demand. Discuss how
Nike's growth can be attributed to its targeting of diverse market global segments. In the present day there are
some products that Nike would not have Then, the fuel costs are very high and fixed. Nike last raised its
dividend in late by  Running shoes, basketball shoes, casual shoes, trail shoes, and cross trainer shoes. At this
point in time not many people knew of Nike or the Nike swoosh. With seemingly plenty of growth runway
still ahead of it, a strong brand, and a solid plan from management to further boost sales, margins, and the
dividend in the coming years, Nike looks like an interesting candidate for long-term dividend growth investors
to consider. This element of the Five Forces Analysis identifies the force of substitution on the business and
the industry environment. As Nike continues to expand in the global economy and increase its market
throughout the world, these dispersed facilities will prove to be beneficial. Economies of scale generally refer
to the cost advantages that will be associated with large organizations. Management of Debt - Weakness
Despite the lower percentage of assets that are borrowed to finance Nike, our times interest earned ratio is
weaker than the industry average. The financial statements suggest a strong company whose stocks are not
undervalued, but with the potential of exploding higher having shown sustained strengths when the Europe,
American, and Chinese economies were at the brink of disaster. Companies should identify the needs of their
customer and produce products and services to satisfy those needs. The six sections They have a limited
access to productive, financial and knowledge resources compared to larger competitors and little influence
over the formulation of support policies and services. Upon Graduating, Knight felt that high performance
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running shoes could be produced in Conclusion Nike has proven itself to be one of the best long-term wealth
builders in the US stock market, a true dividend growth blue chip.


